
ROCKY HILL HIGH SCHOOL SHOWCASE
50 Chapin Ave.

Rocky Hill, CT 06067
Saturday, September 25, 2021

Notes from the Director, Jim Shuman:
Parking - Please note the new pattern this year
Handicapped Parking will be at Rocky Hill High School (50 Chapin Ave)
Spectator Parking will be at Elm Ridge Park (located on Elm St.) There will be a shuttle to bring all spectators to and
from the stadium.
Pit Truck Critical Packing Info
Your equipment truck will drop off equipment for the drum line, color guard, and winds at Griswold Middle School; then,
it will be directed to RHHS to unload the pit and props. Please pack accordingly.

Event Host Contacts USBands Contacts

Jim Shuman
(513) 255-5255

shumanj@rockyhillps.com

Chloe Spencer
(610) 230-7891

cspencer@usbands.org

Eric James
(610) 320-2730

ejames@usbands.org



IMPORTANT EVENT INFORMATION

Parking: Handicapped Parking will be at Rocky Hill High School (50 Chapin Ave)
Spectator Parking will be at Elm Ridge Park (located on Elm St). There will be a shuttle to bring all
spectators to and from the stadium.

Restrooms: Performing members will have access to the restrooms inside Griswold Middle School
during warm up. This is where students are dropped off from their buses.

Member Re-Entry: Students will have their hands stamped upon arrival.

Tickets: General Admission tickets are $10. Tickets for Students and Senior Citizens are $5. Tickets
can be purchased upon entry to the event.

Warm Up: Warm ups will be at Albert D. Griswold Middle School.

Field Surface: The field surface is Turf.

Power on Field: Power will be available and located at the 50 yard line.

Retreat/Critique: Drum majors should report under the scoreboard for retreat. Critique will take place
inside the High School Cafeteria

Concessions: Concessions will be located at the tent to the right of the viewing stands.
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SITE OVERVIEW MAP
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PARKING MAP
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BUS DROP OFF & PARKING MAP
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EQUIPMENT TRUCK DROP OFF & PARKING MAP
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ENSEMBLE FLOW MAP
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INCLEMENT WEATHER PLAN

See Inclement Weather Policy.

In the event of medium to heavy rain, with an increased chance of injury to marchers, the show will
proceed as a standstill. Groups will perform as scheduled and the “on Field Retreat” and awards
ceremony will be replaced with a reading of scores over the PA system.

In the event of severe rain, and or thunder/lightning, the show will be moved indoors. If a group is
performing on the field when the decision to relocate is made, their band director and drum major will
be instructed to stop the show when it can be done safely. There will then be a 40 minute pause in
the schedule to allow reset for an indoor show.

INDOOR SHOW PROCEDURE

1. Ensembles will report with buses and equipment trucks to Griswold Middle School.
2. Ensembles will be assigned a color (red or green) which will dictate what path they follow to

unload and warm up.
3. Buses and trucks will be moved to RHHS in order of performance.
4. All students will be dropped off at the rear entrance to RHHS in the Unload Zone.

- No cases will be allowed in the school -
5. RED ensembles will unload their truck and bring equipment through the garage door entrance.
6. GREEN ensembles will unload equipment in the loading dock outside the kitchen on their way

to the auditorium.
7. Ensembles will exit out of the gym after their performance and meet their trucks in the parking

lot.
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INCLEMENT WEATHER MAP: RED ENSEMBLES
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INCLEMENT WEATHER MAP: GREEN ENSEMBLES
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